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[START INTRODUCTION]  
INTRO_ 1 (Good morning/afternoon/evening), my name is (interviewer‟s first name) and I am calling on behalf of the 
Ministry of Health and Social Services which is conducting a study on gambling and gambling-related problems 
among Quebeckers. This study targets all adults whether or not they have bet or spent money on lotteries or 
games of chance in the past. 
INTRO_2  The interview will take 10 to 15 minutes. Your phone number was selected at random and your answers will 
remain strictly confidential. Your input is important, as it will allow us to gain a better understanding of gambling 
in Quebec. 
Do you agree to participate in the study? 
1. Yes [Passer à INTRO_3] 
2. No (Make appointment)  [Passer à SUIV_1] 
3. No (Refused) [Passer à MB_1] 
INTRO_3 Before we begin, I would like to inform you that if you have any comments or questions regarding to project, you 
can contact at anytime and without any charges the project director, Dr Sylvia Kairouz at Concordia University. 
If you want, I can give you the contact information now. 
INTRO_4 It is important to answer all questions. However, you should feel free to refuse to answer any question or even 
to put an end to the interview at any time. Shall we begin? [Passer à MB2] 
[END INTRODUCTION] 
SUIV_1 If now is not a good time for the interview, would you agree to have us call you back at a time that is more 
convenient for you?   
1. Yes [Passer à REND] 
2. No (Refused) [Passer à MB_1] 
REND  PRENDRE RENDEZ-VOUS ULTÉRIEUR 
MB_1 Before I let you go, may I ask you three questions for statistical purposes on the composition of your 
household? 
1. Yes [Passer à MB_2] 
2. No [Passer à FIL_INT_1] 
MB_2 Excluding yourself, how many people 18 years and older live in your home? 
_________________ (number of people) 
MB_3 Could you please tell me the gender and age of each person age 18 and older living in your home, beginning 
with the youngest? 













Âge : ______ Âge : ______ Âge : ______ Âge : ______ Âge : ______ Âge : ______ 
FIL_INT_1 [SI INTRO_2=1 PASSER À PARTIE 1 ; SI INTRO_2= 2 OU 3 PASSER À REM_1] 
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REM_1 This completes our interview. On behalf of the Ministry of Health and Social Services, I thank you for your 
cooperation and wish you a [GOOD DAY] [GOOD AFTERNOON] [GOOD EVENING]. 
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PART 1 – GAMBLING SECTION 
PARTIE 1.1 – GAMBLING ACTIVITIES 
[DÉBUT DE LA PARTIE 1.1 : GAMBLING ACTIVITIES]  
INTRO_JEU First we would like to ask you a few questions about possible activities in which you may have engaged in the 
last 12 months, without regard to venue, and including any times when you may have bet or spent money on the 
Internet.  
 
GAM_TOT In the last 12 months, have you bet or spent money on ( ______ ) ? 
INTERVIEWER   Ne pas lire les choix de réponse 
 
LOT_QT1  on FUND RAISING DRAWS OR LOTTERY TICKETS, OR “SCRATCH” TICKETS EXCLUDING sports lotteries? 
1. Yes 
2. No  
7. Respondent "I do not gamble" or « I do not gamble for money » 
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
 
BIN_QT1  on BINGO? 
1. Yes 
2. No  
7. Respondent "I do not gamble" or « I do not gamble for money » 
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
FIL_NGA_1 [SI LOT_QT1 = 7 ET BIN_QT1 = 7 PASSER À LA PARTIE 2, SINON PASSER À CHE_QT1] 
CHE_QT1  on HORSE RACING  ? 
1. Yes 
2. No  
7. Respondent "I do not gamble" or « I do not gamble for money » 
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
FIL_NGA_2 [SI (LOT_QT1 = 7 OU BIN_QT1 = 7) ET (CHE_QT1 = 7) PASSER À LA PARTIE 2, SINON PASSER À 
MAS_QT1] 
MAS_QT1.  Still in the last 12 months, have you bet or spent money on COIN SLOT MACHINES? 
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
  The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time 
period.  
    
1. Yes 
2. No  
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
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ALV_QT1 on VIDEO LOTTERY TERMINALS (VLTS) OTHER THAN IN A CASINO? 
1. Yes 
2. No  
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
POK_QT1  on POKER?   
1. Yes 
2. No  
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
POK_QT2  on TOURNAMENT POKER? 
1. Yes 
2. No  
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
TAB_QT1 on TABLE GAMES such as blackjack or roulette, EXCLUDING POKER? 
INTERVIEWER The following is a list of table games, excluding poker, found in Quebec casinos: Roulette, 
Touch Bet Roulette, Blackjack, Baccarat, Casino War, Wheel of Fortune, Craps, Sic Bo. 
   This list may be used to provide participants with information or to answer their questions. 
1. Yes 
2. No  
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
KEN_QT1  Still in the last 12 months, have you bet or spent money on KENO? 
1. Yes 
2. No  
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
SPO_QT1  on SPORTING EVENTS? 
1. Yes 
2. No  
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
CAR_QT1  on CARD GAMES OR BOARD GAMES, EXCLUDING POKER AND BLACKJACK? 
1. Yes 
2. No  
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
HAB_QT1.  on GAMES OF SKILLS SUCH AS POOL, DARTS, BOWLING, OR GOLF? 
1. Yes 
2. No  
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
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INV_QT1.  on the stock market to obtain immediate gains, as some people do with day trading? 
1. Yes 
2. No  
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
CAS_QT1 Still in the last 12 months, have you bet or spent money in a casino in Québec or elsewhere? 
1. Yes 
2. No  
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
INT_QT1 on games of chance on the Internet? 
1. Yes 
2. No  
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
 
FIL_ACT [(SI LOT_QT1> 1) ET (BIN_QT1>1) ET (CHE_QT1>1) ET (MAS_QT1>1) ET (ALV_QT1>1) ET (POK_QT1>1) 
ET (POK_QT2>1)ET (TAB_QT1>1) ET (KEN_QT1>1) ET (SPO_QT1>1) ET (CAR_QT1>1) ET (HAB_QT1>1) 
ET (INV_QT1>1) ET (CAS_QT1>1) ET (INT_QT1>1) PASSER À JHA_V1, SINON PASSER À INTRO_ACT1] 
INTRO_ACT1 Now, I would like to ask you some questions about the gambling activities in which you said you had 
participated during the last 12 months.  
FIL_LOT_Q1 [SI LOT_QT1 > 1 PASSER FIL_BIN_Q1, SINON PASSER À LOT_Q1a] 
 
LOT_Q1a  In the last 12 months, how many times per week, per month, per year have you bet or spent money 
on LOTTERY TICKETS SUCH AS THE 6/49,  SUPER 7, QUÉBEC 49 OR LA MINI?  
 
INTERVIEWER  The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time 
period.  
INTERVIEWER Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera ensuite entrer la fréquence.  
 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à LOT_Q1_b] 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à LOT_Q1_b] 
 
LOT_Q1a1  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you purchase LOTTERY TICKETS SUCH 
AS THE 6/49, SUPER 7, QUÉBEC 49 OR LA MINI? 
 
INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 





NOTE 1. We would like to know the amount of money you take out of your pocket to spend when you play. This 
does not include money you win and then subsequently use to play with.  
NOTE 2. „Usually‟ means „generally each time you play this game of chance.‟ 
INTERVIEWER Pour les prochaines questions qui estiment le montant d’argent, relire la NOTE 1 UNIQUEMENT 
lorsque le répondant semble incertain quant au montant à estimer  
 
INTERVIEWER NOTE 2 à lire UNIQUEMENT si le répondant demande des clarifications  
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
 
LOT_Q1b  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on 
INSTANT WIN OR “SCRATCH” TICKETS SUCH AS LUCKY 7, CROSSWORD, WINNER FOR LIVE OR OTHERS?  
 
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
  The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time 
period.  
 
INTERVIEWER Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera ensuite entrer la fréquence.  
 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à LOT_Q1_c] 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à LOT_Q1_c] 
 
LOT_Q1b1  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you purchase INSTANT WIN OR 
“SCRATCH” TICKETS SUCH AS LUCKY 7, CROSSWORD, WINNER FOR LIVE OR OTHERS? 
 
INTERVIEWER Ne pas répéter les exemples à moins que le répondant le demande. 
 
INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
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LOT_Q1c  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on 
DAILY LOTTERIES SUCH AS LA QUOTIDIENNE OR BANCO?  
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
  The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time 
period.  
    
INTERVIEWER   Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera ensuite entrer la fréquence 
 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à LOT_Q1_d] 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à LOT_Q1_d] 
LOT_Q1c1 How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you purchase DAILY LOTTERIES [SUCH 
AS LA QUOTIDIENNE OR BANCO]? 
INTERVIEWER Ne pas répéter les exemples à moins que le répondant le demande. 
 
INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
LOT_Q1d  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on 
RANDOM DRAW TICKETS OR FUND RAISING DRAWS?  
INTERVIEWER Si le répondant ne semble pas comprendre la question, vous pourrez donner des exemples tels 
que : loto-pompier, tirages étudiants ou tirages de fondations d’hôpitaux. Ce type de billet n’est 
pas offert par Loto-Québec. 
 
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
  The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time 
period.  
    
INTERVIEWER   Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera ensuite entrer la fréquence 
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1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à BIN_Q1] 
8.  Don‟t know  
9.  Refused [Passer à BIN_Q1] 
LOT_Q1d1 How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you purchase these RANDOM DRAW 
TICKETS OR FUND RAISING DRAWS? 
INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
FIL_INT1 [SI INT_QT1 > 1 PASSER À FIL_BIN_Q1, SINON PASSER À LOT_Q1e] 
LOT_Q1e  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on 
CYBERLOTTERIES ?  
INTERVIEWER   Ne pas lire "par semaine, par mois ou par année" dans la question.  
   Le répondant doit exprimer explicitement l’unité temporelle à laquelle il réfère pour sa  
 fréquence de jeu, sinon l’interviewer doit la confirmer 
    
INTERVIEWER   Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (semaine, mois, ou année) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de fois 
 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à FIL_BIN_Q1] 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_BIN_Q1] 
LOT_Q1e1 How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you purchase CYBER LOTTERY 
TICKETS? 
INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 




FIL_BIN_Q1 [SI BIN_QT1 > 1 PASSER FIL_CHE_Q1, SINON PASSER À BIN_Q1] 
 
BIN_Q1  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on 
BINGO? 
INTERVIEWER   À ne pas confondre avec la Loto-Bingo. 
 
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
  The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time 
period.  
 
INTERVIEWER   Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (semaine, mois, ou année) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de fois 
 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à FIL_CAS1] 
8.  Don‟t know  
9.  Refused [Passer à FIL_CAS1] 
BIN_Q2  How many minutes or hours do you spend playing when you bet or spend money on BINGO, on a typical 
occasion? 
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (minutes ou heures) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de minutes ou d’heures. 
1. Minutes ________ [Enter number of minutes] (1-60, MAX 60) 
2. Hours ________ [Enter number of hours] (1-96, MAX 96) 
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_CAS1] 
BIN_Q3  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you play BINGO? 
INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
 
BIN_Q4  In the last 12 months, did you bet or spend money on BINGO in the following locations: 
INTERVIEWER   Ne pas lire les choix de réponse.  
BIN_Q4_1 in a bingo hall or bingo room? 
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1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
BIN_Q4_2 at home playing games broadcast on television or over the radio (television bingo or radio-bingo)? 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
FIL_INT2 [SI INT_QT1 = 1 PASSER À BIN_Q4_3, SINON PASSER À FIL_CAS1] 
BIN_Q4_3 on Internet ? 
INTERVIEWER   The money must be real money (cash, credit card or debit card), not virtual money. 
 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
FIL_CAS1 [SI CAS_QT1 > 1 PASSER FIL_CHE_Q1, SINON PASSER À CAS_Q1] 
CAS_Q1  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you gambled in a casino in 
Québec or elsewhere? 
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
  The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time 
period.  
 
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (semaine, mois, ou année) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de fois 
 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à FIL_CHE_Q1] 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_CHE_Q1] 
CAS_Q2  How many minutes or hours do you spend playing when you gamble in a casino, on a typical occasion? 
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (minutes ou heures) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de minutes ou d’heures. 
1. Minutes ________ [Enter number of minutes] (1-60, MAX 60) 
2. Hours ________ [Enter number of hours] (1-96, MAX 96) 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_CHE_Q1] 
CAS_Q3  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you gamble in a CASINO? 
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INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
 
FIL_CHE_Q1 [SI CHE_QT1 > 1 PASSER FIL_MAS_Q1, SINON PASSER À CHE_Q1] 
 
CHE_Q1  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on 
HORSE RACING at hippodromes or outside hippodromes (ex :in gambling parlours) ? 
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
  The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time 
period.  
    
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (semaine, mois, ou année) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de fois 
 
 
5. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
6. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
7. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
8. Never [Passer à FIL_MAS_Q1] 
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_MAS_Q1] 
 
CHE_Q2  How many minutes or hours do you spend playing when you bet or spend money on HORSE RACING at 
hippodromes or elsewhere (e.g.: in gambling parlours), on a typical occasion? 
INTERVIEWER Ne pas répéter les exemples à moins que le répondant le demande. 
 
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (minutes ou heures) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de minutes ou d’heures. 
1. Minutes ________ [Enter number of minutes] (1-60, MAX 60) 
2. Hours ________ [Enter number of hours] (1-96, MAX 96) 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_MAS_Q1] 
 
CHE_Q3  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you bet on HORSE RACING? 
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INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
CHE_Q4  In the last 12 months, did you bet or spend money on HORSE RACING in the following locations: 
INTERVIEWER   Ne pas lire les choix de réponse. 
CHE_Q4_1 in a hippodrome? 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
CHE_Q4_2 in a Hippo Club? 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
FIL_CAS2 [SI CAS_QT1 =1 PASSER À CHE_Q3_3, SINON PASSER À CHE_Q3_4] 
 
CHE_Q4_3 in a casino? 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
CHE_Q4_4 with a bookie? 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
 
FIL_INT3 [SI INT_QT1 = 1 PASSER À CHE_Q4_5, SINON PASSER À CHE_Q4_6] 
CHE_Q4_5 on Internet? 
INTERVIEWER   The money must be real money (cash, credit card or debit card), not virtual money. 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
 
CHE_Q4_6 by telephone (Paritel) 
1. Yes  
2. No 
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8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
FIL_MAS_Q1 [SI MAS_QT1 > 1 PASSER FIL_ALV_Q1, SINON PASSER À MAS_Q1] 
 
MAS_Q1.  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on COIN 
SLOT MACHINES? 
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
 The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time 
period.  
 
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (semaine, mois, ou année) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de fois 
 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à FIL_ALV_Q1] 
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_ALV_Q1] 
MAS_Q2  How many minutes or hours do you spend playing when you bet or spend money on COIN SLOT MACHINES, on a 
typical occasion? 
 
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (minutes ou heures) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de minutes ou d’heures. 
1. Minutes ________ [Enter number of minutes] (1-60, MAX 60) 
2. Hours ________ [Enter number of hours] (1-96, MAX 96) 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_ALV_Q1] 
 
MAS_Q3  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you play COIN SLOT MACHINES?  
INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
 
MAS_Q4  In the last 12 months, did you bet or spend money on COIN SLOT MACHINES in the following locations: 
INTERVIEWER   Ne pas lire les choix de réponse. 
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FIL_CAS3 [SI CAS_QT1 =1 PASSER À MAS_Q4_1, SINON PASSER À FIL_INT4] 
MAS_Q4_1 in a casino? 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
FIL_INT4 [SI INT_QT1 = 1 PASSER À MAS_Q4_2, SINON PASSER À FIL_ALV_Q1] 
MAS_Q4_2 on Internet? 
INTERVIEWER   The money must be real money (cash, credit card or debit card), not virtual money. 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
FIL_ALV_Q1 [SI ALV_QT1 > 1 PASSER FIL_POK_Q1, SINON PASSER À ALV_Q1] 
ALV_Q1  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on 
VIDEO LOTTERY TERMINALS (VLTS) OTHER THAN IN A CASINO (in bars, brasseries and horse racing tracks)? 
 
INTERVIEWER Les appareils de loteries vidéo ne distribuent pas d’argent, le joueur doit imprimer un coupon 
pour réclamer son lot. 
 
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
   The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time period.  
    
INTERVIEWER   Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (semaine, mois, ou année) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de fois 
 
 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à FIL_POK_Q1] 
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_POK_Q1] 
ALV_Q2  How many minutes or hours do you spend playing when you bet or spend money on VIDEO LOTTERY TERMINALS 
(VLT), on a typical occasion? 
 
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (minutes ou heures) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de minutes ou d’heures. 
1. Minutes ________ [Enter number of minutes] (1-60, MAX 60) 
2. Hours ________ [Enter number of hours] (1-96, MAX 96) 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_POK_Q1] 
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ALV_Q3  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you play VIDEO LOTTERY TERMINALS 
(VLTS)? 
INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
ALV_Q4  In the last 12 months, did you bet or spend money on VIDEO LOTTERY TERMINALS (VLTS) in the following 
locations: 
INTERVIEWER   Ne pas lire les choix de réponse. 
 
ALV_Q4_1 in a pool hall, bowling alley or bingo hall? 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
ALV_Q4_2 in a bar, brasserie/pub, or tavern? 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
ALV_Q4_3 in a gambling parlour (Ludoplex)? 
INTERVIEWER Les Ludoplex se retrouvent à Québec et Trois-Rivières, ils sont adjacents aux hippodromes. Ce 
sont des endroits qui regroupent notamment plusieurs appareils de loterie vidéo. 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
FIL_POK_Q1 [SI POK_QT1 > 1 ET POK_QT2 > 1 PASSER FIL_TAB_Q1, SINON PASSER À FIL_POK_Q1_1] 
FIL_POK_Q1_1 [SI POK_QT1 =1 PASSER À POK_Q1 SINON PASSER À FIL_POK_Q2] 
POK_Q1  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on CASH 
GAME POKER in a private residence, excluding Internet? 
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
  The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time 
period.  
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INTERVIEWER   Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (semaine, mois, ou année) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de fois 
 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à POK_Q4] 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à POK_Q4] 
POK_Q2  How many minutes or hours do you spend playing when you bet or spend money on CASH GAME POKER in a 
private residence, excluding Internet, on a typical occasion? 
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (minutes ou heures) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de minutes ou d’heures. 
1. Minutes ________ [Enter number of minutes] (1-60, MAX 60) 
2. Hours ________ [Enter number of hours] (1-96, MAX 96) 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à POK_Q4] 
POK_Q3  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you play  CASH GAME POKER IN A 
PRIVATE RESIDENCE, excluding Internet? 
INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
 
POK_Q4  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on  
CASH GAME POKER  IN A BAR, PUB/TAVERN, RESTO-BAR ? 
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
   The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time period.  
    
INTERVIEWER   Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (semaine, mois, ou année) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de fois 
 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à FIL_CAS4] 
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_CAS4] 
POK_Q5  How many minutes or hours do you spend playing when you bet or spend money on CASH GAME POKER IN A BAR, 
PUB/TAVERN, RESTO-BAR, on a typical occasion? 
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INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (minutes ou heures) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de minutes ou d’heures. 
1. Minutes ________ [Enter number of minutes] (1-60, MAX 60) 
2. Hours ________ [Enter number of hours] (1-96, MAX 96) 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_CAS4] 
 
POK_Q6  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you bet or spend money on  CASH 
GAME POKER IN A BAR, PUB/TAVERN OR RESTO-BAR ? 
INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
 
FIL_CAS4 [SI CAS_QT1 =1 PASSER À POK_Q7, SINON PASSER À POK_Q10] 
POK_Q7  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on  
CASH GAME POKER  IN A CASINO ?  
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
  The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time 
period.  
    
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (semaine, mois, ou année) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de fois 
 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à POK_Q10] 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à POK_Q10] 
POK_Q8  How many minutes or hours do you spend playing when you bet or spend money on  CASH GAME POKER in a 
casino, on a typical occasion? 
 
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (minutes ou heures) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de minutes ou d’heures. 
1. Minutes ________ [Enter number of minutes] (1-60, MAX 60) 
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2. Hours ________ [Enter number of hours] (1-96, MAX 96) 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused[Passer à POK_Q10] 
 
POK_Q9  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you play CASH GAME POKER IN A 
CASINO? 
INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
POK_Q10  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on CASH 
GAME POKER IN A LUDOPLEX? 
INTERVIEWER Les Ludoplex se retrouvent à Québec et Trois-Rivières, ils sont adjacents aux hippodromes. Ce 
sont des endroits qui regroupent notamment plusieurs appareils de loterie vidéo. 
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
  The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time 
period.  
    
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (semaine, mois, ou année) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de fois 
 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à FIL_INT5] 
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_INT5] 
POK_Q11  How many minutes or hours do you spend playing when you bet or spend money on CASH GAME POKER in a 
LUDOPLEX, on a typical occasion? 
 
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (minutes ou heures) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de minutes ou d’heures. 
1. Minutes ________ [Enter number of minutes] (1-60, MAX 60) 
2. Hours ________ [Enter number of hours] (1-96, MAX 96) 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused[Passer à FIL_INT5] 
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POK_Q12  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you play CASH GAME POKER IN A 
LUDOPLEX? 
INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
 
FIL_INT5 [SI INT_QT1 = 1 PASSER À POK_Q13, SINON PASSER À FIL_POK_Q2] 
 
POK_Q13  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on CASH 
GAME POKER ON INTERNET ?  
INTERVIEWER   The money must be real money (cash, credit card or debit card), not virtual money.   
 
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
   The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time period.  
 
INTERVIEWER   Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (semaine, mois, ou année) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de fois 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à FIL_POK_Q2] 
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_POK_Q2] 
POK_Q14  How many minutes or hours do you spend playing when you bet or spend money on CASH GAME POKER on the 
INTERNET, on a typical occasion? 
 
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (minutes ou heures) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de minutes ou d’heures. 
1. Minutes ________ [Enter number of minutes] (1-60, MAX 60) 
2. Hours ________ [Enter number of hours] (1-96, MAX 96) 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_TAB_Q1] 
 
POK_Q15  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you play CASH GAME POKER ON THE 
INTERNET? 
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INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
FIL_POK_Q2 [SI POK_QT2 = 1 PASSER POK_Q2_1, SINON PASSER À FIL_TAB_Q1] 
POK_Q2_1  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on 
TOURNAMENT POKER? 
INTERVIEWER   The money must be real money (cash, credit card or debit card), not virtual money.   
 
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
   The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time period.  
 
INTERVIEWER   Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (semaine, mois, ou année) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de fois 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à FIL_TAB_Q1] 
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_TAB_Q1] 
POK_Q2_2  How many minutes or hours do you spend playing when you bet or spend money on TOURNAMENT POKER, on a 
typical occasion? 
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (minutes ou heures) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de minutes ou d’heures. 
1. Minutes ________ [Enter number of minutes] (1-60, MAX 60) 
2. Hours ________ [Enter number of hours] (1-96, MAX 96) 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_TAB_Q1] 
POK_Q2_3  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you play TOURNAMENT POKER? 
INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
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999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
FIL_TAB_Q1 [SI TAB_QT1 > 1 PASSER FIL_KEN_Q1, SINON PASSER À TAB_Q1] 
TAB_Q1 In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on 
TABLE GAMES such as blackjack or roulette, EXCLUDING POKER? 
INTERVIEWER The following is a list of the table games, excluding poker, found in Quebec casinos: Roulette, 
Touch Bet Roulette, Blackjack, Baccarat, Casino War, Wheel of Fortune, Craps, Sic Bo. 
  This list may be used to provide participants with information or to answer their questions. 
 
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
   The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time period.  
 
INTERVIEWER Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (semaine, mois, ou année) ensuite entrer le 
nombre de fois 
 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à FIL_KEN_Q1] 
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_KEN_Q1] 
TAB_Q2  How many minutes or hours do you spend playing when you bet or spend money on TABLE GAMES, on a typical 
occasion? 
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (minutes ou heures) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de minutes ou d’heures. 
1. Minutes ________ [Enter number of minutes] (1-60, MAX 60) 
2. Hours ________ [Enter number of hours] (1-96, MAX 96) 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_KEN_Q1] 
TAB_Q3  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you play TABLE GAMES? 
INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
 
TAB_Q4  In the last 12 months, did you bet or spend money on TABLE GAMES SUCH AS BLACKJACK OR ROULETTE in the 
following locations: 
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INTERVIEWER   Ne pas lire les choix de réponse. 
TAB_Q4_1 in a private residence? 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
FIL_CAS5 [SI CAS_QT1 =1 PASSER À TAB_Q4_2, SINON PASSER À TAB_Q4_3] 
TAB_Q4_2 in a casino? 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
TAB_Q4_3 in a bar, pub, taverne, or resto-bar? 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
TAB_Q4_4 in a gambling parlour (Ludoplex)? 
INTERVIEWER Les Ludoplex se retrouvent à Québec et Trois-Rivières, ils sont adjacents aux hippodromes. Ce 
sont des endroits qui regroupent notamment plusieurs appareils de loterie vidéo. 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
FIL_INT6 [SI INT_QT1 = 1 PASSER À TAB_Q4_5, SINON PASSER À FIL_KEN_Q1] 
TAB_Q4_5 on Internet? 
INTERVIEWER   The money must be real money (cash, credit card or debit card), not virtual money. 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
 
FIL_KEN_Q1 [SI KEN_QT1 > 1 PASSER FIL_SPO_Q1, SINON PASSER À KEN_Q1] 
KEN_Q1  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on 
KENO? 
0INTERVIEWER Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
  The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 




INTERVIEWER   Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (semaine, mois, ou année) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de fois 
 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à FIL_SPO_Q1] 
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_SPO_Q1] 
KEN_Q2  How many minutes or hours do you spend playing when you bet or spend money on KÉNO, on a typical 
occasion? 
 
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (minutes ou heures) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de minutes ou d’heures. 
1. Minutes ________ [Enter number of minutes] (1-60, MAX 60) 
2. Hours ________ [Enter number of hours] (1-96, MAX 96) 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_SPO_Q1] 
 
KEN_Q3  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you play KÉNO ? 
INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
 
FIL_SPO_Q1 [SI SPO_QT1 > 1 PASSER FIL_CAR_Q1, SINON PASSER À SPO_Q1] 
SPO_Q1  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on 
LOTO-QUÉBEC‟ SPORTS LOTTERIES (ex. Sport Select, Pro-Ligne, Mise-O-Jeu, Total) ? 
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
  The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time 
period.  
 
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (semaine, mois, ou année) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de fois 
 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
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4. Never [Passer à SPO_Q3] 
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused [Passer à SPO_Q3] 
SPO_Q2  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you play LOTO-QUÉBEC‟ SPORTS 
LOTTERIES (ex. Sport Select, Pro-Ligne, Mise-au-Jeu, Total)? 
INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
SPO_Q3  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on 
SPORTS POOLS OR THE OUTCOME OF SPORTING EVENTS (other than sports lotteries)? 
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
  The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time 
period.  
    
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (semaine, mois, ou année) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de fois 
 
INTERVIEWER Ici il est question d’activités de jeu qui ne sont pas sous la responsabilité de Loto-Québec. 
 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à FIL_CAR_Q1] 
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_CAR_Q1] 
SPO_Q4  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you bet or spend money on SPORTS 
POOLS OR THE OUTCOME OF SPORTING EVENTS (other than sport lotteries)? 
INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
 
SPO_Q5  In the last 12 months, when betting on THE OUTCOME OF SPORTING EVENTS, have you ever placed your bet 
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SPO_Q5_1 with a bookie? 
INTERVIEWER   Ne pas lire les choix de réponse. 
1. Yes 
2. No  
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
SPO_Q5_2 by telephone or over the internet? 
INTERVIEWER   Ne pas lire les choix de réponse. 
1. Yes 
2. No  
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
FIL_CAR_Q1 [SI CAR_QT1 > 1 PASSER FIL_HAB_Q1, SINON PASSER À CAR_Q1] 
 
CAR_Q1  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on CARD 
GAMES OR BOARD GAMES, EXCLUDING POKER AND BLACKJACK? 
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
  The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time 
period.  
    
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (semaine, mois, ou année) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de fois 
 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à FIL_INT7] 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_INT7] 
CAR_Q2  How many minutes or hours do you spend playing when you bet or spend money on CARD GAMES OR BOARD 
GAMES, on a typical occasion? 
 
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (minutes ou heures) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de minutes ou d’heures. 
1. Minutes ________ [Enter number of minutes] (1-60, MAX 60) 
2. Hours ________ [Enter number of hours] (1-96, MAX 96) 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_INT7] 
CAR_Q3.  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you play CARD GAMES OR BOARD 
GAMES, EXCLUDING POKER AND BLACKJACK? 
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INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
CAR_Q31.  In the last 12 months, have you bet or spent money on CARD GAMES OR BOARD GAMES with friend and family, 
EXCLUDING POKER AND BLACKJACK? 
1. Yes  
2. No  
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
 
FIL_INT7 [SI INT_QT1 = 1 PASSER À CAR_Q4, SINON PASSER À FIL_HAB_Q1] 
CAR_Q4.  In the last 12 months, have you bet or spent money on CARD GAMES OR BOARD GAMES on Internet, EXCLUDING 
POKER AND BLACKJACK? 
INTERVIEWER   The money must be real money (cash, credit card or debit card), not virtual money. 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
 
FIL_HAB_Q1 [SI HAB_QT1 > 1 PASSER FIL_INV_Q1, SINON PASSER À HAB_Q1] 
HAB_Q1.  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on 
GAMES OF SKILLS SUCH AS POOL, DARTS, BOWLING, OR GOLF? 
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
  The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time 
period.  
 
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (semaine, mois, ou année) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de fois 
 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à FIL_INV_Q1] 
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_INV_Q1] 
HAB_Q2  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you play GAMES OF SKILL (SUCH AS 
POOL, DARTS, BOWLING, GOLF, ETC.)?  
INTERVIEWER Ne pas répéter les exemples à moins que le répondant le demande. 
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INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
FIL_INV_Q1 [SI INV_QT1 > 1 PASSER FIL_INT8, SINON PASSER À INTRO_INV_Q1] 
INTRO_INV_Q1 Some people bet money on the stock market in the same way one might play a game of chance.  
INV_Q1.  In the last 12 months, how many times [per week] [per month] [per year] have you bet or spent money on the 
stock market to obtain immediate gains, as some people do with day trading?  
INTERVIEWER   Do not include "per week, per month, per year" when reading the question.  
  The respondent should explicitly state the time period referred to in describing the frequency of 
his or her gambling. If the respondent does not do so, the interviewer must confirm the time 
period.  
    
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (semaine, mois, ou année) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de fois 
 
INTERVIEWER   Should the respondent ask, this does not include mutual funds or RRSPs. 
 
1. Week ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
2. Month ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
3. Year ________ [Enter number of times] (1-96, MAX 96)  
4. Never [Passer à FIL_INT8] 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_INT8] 
INV_Q2  How many minutes or hours do you spend when betting on the stock market to obtain immediate gains as some 
people use day trading to do, on a typical occasion? 
INTERVIEWER  Choisir l’unité temporelle que le répondant utilisera (minutes, heures) ensuite  
 entrer le nombre de minutes ou d’heures. 
1. Minutes ________ [Enter number of minutes] (1-60, MAX 60) 
2. Hours ________ [Enter number of hours] (1-96, MAX 96) 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused [Passer à FIL_INT8] 
INV_Q3.  How much money do you spend on average on a typical occasion when you play the stock market to obtain 
immediate gains, as some people use day trading to do? 
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INTERVIEWER Il faut insister à avoir la dépense par occasion de jeu. Toutefois, si le répondant préfère donner 
les dépenses par semaine, par mois ou par année, choisir la fenêtre temporelle et entrer ensuite 
le montant. 
 
INTERVIEWER   Should the respondent ask, this does not include mutual funds or RRSPs. 
1. Per occasion ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
2. Per week ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
3. Per month ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
4. Per year ___________ [Enter amount of money] (1-999996, MAX 999996) 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
DEP_Q1 Approximately how much money do you estimate you have spent in the last 12 months on games of chance in 
all types of venues including the internet? 
1-999996 _____________[Enter amount of money] 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
FIL_INT8 [SI INT_QT1 = 1 PASSER À INT_Q1, SINON PASSER À FIL_JHA_V1] 
INT_Q1 In the last 12 months, approximately how much money have you spent betting on games of chance ON THE 
INTERNET?  
INTERVIEWER   Il faut que ce soit de l’argent véritable (argent comptant, carte de crédit ou carte de  
 débit et non pas de l’argent virtuel. 
1-999996 _____________[Enter amount of money] 
999998. Don‟t know 
999999. Refused 
PBJ_Q1 Do you feel you have spent too much money or time on games of chance IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS? 
INTERVIEWER   Ne pas lire les choix de réponse. 
1. Yes  
2. No  
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused  
[FIN DE LA PARTIE 1.1 : ACTIVITÉS DE JEU]  
CRÉATION DE LA VARIABLE POUR LE FILTRE 1- SÉLECTION DES JOUEURS RÉGULIERS 
 
FRÉQUENCE DE JEU PAR ANNÉE 
(DO IF LOT_Q1a = 1 THEN LOT_Q1aR = LOT_Q1aX52, IF LOT_Q1a = 2 THEN LOT_Q1aR = LOT_Q1aX12, IF LOT_Q1a = 3 
THEN LOT_Q1aR = LOT_Q1a; IF LOT_Q1a >=4 THEN LOT_Q1aR = 0) 
(DO IF LOT_Q1b = 1 THEN LOT_Q1bR = LOT_Q1bX52, IF LOT_Q1b = 2 THEN LOT_Q1bR = LOT_Q1bX12, IF LOT_Q1b = 3 
THEN LOT_Q1bR = LOT_Q1b; IF LOT_Q1b >=4 THEN LOT_Q1bR = 0) 
(DO IF LOT_Q1c = 1 THEN LOT_Q1cR = LOT_Q1cX52, IF LOT_Q1c = 2 THEN LOT_Q1cR = LOT_Q1cX12, IF LOT_Q1c = 3 
THEN LOT_Q1cR = LOT_Q1c; IF LOT_Q1c >=4 THEN LOT_Q1cR = 0) 
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(DO IF LOT_Q1d = 1 THEN LOT_Q1dR = LOT_Q1dX52, IF LOT_Q1d = 2 THEN LOT_Q1dR = LOT_Q1dX12, IF LOT_Q1d = 3 
THEN LOT_Q1dR = LOT_Q1d; IF LOT_Q1d >=4 THEN LOT_Q1dR = 0) 
(DO IF LOT_Q1e = 1 THEN LOT_Q1eR = LOT_Q1eX52, IF LOT_Q1e = 2 THEN LOT_Q1eR = LOT_Q1eX12, IF LOT_Q1e = 3 
THEN LOT_Q1eR = LOT_Q1e; IF LOT_Q1e >=4 THEN LOT_Q1eR = 0)  
(DO IF BIN_Q1= 1 THEN BIN_Q1R = BIN_Q1X52, IF BIN_Q1= 2 THEN BIN_Q1R = BIN_Q1X12, IF BIN_Q1= 3 THEN 
BIN_Q1R = BIN_Q1; IF BIN_Q1>=4 THEN BIN_Q1R = 0) 
(DO IF CHE_Q1 = 1 THEN CHE_Q1R = CHE_Q1 X52, IF CHE_Q1= 2 THEN CHE_Q1R = CHE_Q1 X12, IF CHE_Q1 = 3 
THEN CHE_Q1R = CHE_Q1; IF CHE_Q1 >=4 THEN CHE_Q1R = 0) 
(DO IF MAS_Q1 = 1 THEN MAS_Q1R = MAS_Q1 X52, IF MAS_Q1 = 2 THEN MAS_Q1R = MAS_Q1 X12, IF MAS_Q1 = 3 
THEN MAS_Q1R = MAS_Q1; IF MAS_Q1 >=4 THEN MAS_Q1R = 0) 
 (DO IF ALV_Q1 = 1 THEN ALV_Q1R = ALV_Q1 X52, IF ALV_Q1 = 2 THEN ALV_Q1R = ALV_Q1 X12, IF ALV_Q1 = 3 THEN 
ALV_Q1R = ALV_Q1; IF ALV_Q1 >=4 THEN ALV_Q1R = 0) 
 (DO IF POK_Q1= 1 THEN POK_Q1R = POK_Q1 X52, IF POK_Q1= 2 THEN POK_Q1R = POK_Q1 X12, IF POK_Q1= 3 THEN 
POK_Q1R = POK_Q1; IF POK_Q1>=4 THEN POK_Q1R = 0) 
(DO IF POK_Q4= 1 THEN POK_Q4R = POK_Q4 X52, IF POK_Q4= 2 THEN POK_Q4R = POK_Q4 X12, IF POK_Q4= 3 THEN 
POK_Q4R = POK_Q4; IF POK_Q4>=4 THEN POK_Q4R = 0) 
(DO IF POK_Q7= 1 THEN POK_Q7R = POK_Q7 X52, IF POK_Q7= 2 THEN POK_Q7R = POK_Q7X12, IF POK_Q7= 3 THEN 
POK_Q7R = POK_Q7; IF POK_Q7>=4 THEN POK_Q7R = 0) 
 (DO IF POK_Q10= 1 THEN POK_Q10R = POK_Q10 X52, IF POK_Q10= 2 THEN POK_Q10R = POK_Q10 X12, IF 
POK_Q10= 3 THEN POK_Q10R = POK_Q10; IF POK_Q10>=4 THEN POK_Q10R = 0) 
(DO IF POK_Q13= 1 THEN POK_Q13R = POK_Q13 X52, IF POK_Q13= 2 THEN POK_Q13R = POK_Q13 X12, IF POK_Q13= 
3 THEN POK_Q13R = POK_Q13; IF POK_Q13>=4 THEN POK_Q13R = 0) 
(DO IF POK_Q2_1= 1 THEN POK_Q2_1R = POK_Q2_1 X52, IF POK_Q2_1 = 2 THEN POK_Q2_1R = POK_Q2_1 X12, IF 
POK_Q2_1= 3 THEN POK_Q2_1R = POK_Q2_1; IF POK_Q2_1>=4 THEN POK_Q2_1R = 0) 
(DO IF TAB_Q1 = 1 THEN TAB_Q1R = TAB_Q1 X52, IF TAB_Q1 = 2 THEN TAB_Q1R = TAB_Q1 X12, IF TAB_Q1 = 3 THEN 
TAB_Q1R = TAB_Q1; IF TAB_Q1 >=4 THEN TAB_Q1R = 0) 
(DO IF KEN_Q1 = 1 THEN KEN_Q1R = KEN_Q1 X52, IF KEN_Q1 = 2 THEN KEN_Q1R = KEN_Q1 X12, IF KEN_Q1 = 3 
THEN KEN_Q1R = KEN_Q1; IF KEN_Q1 >=4 THEN KEN_Q1R = 0) 
(DO IF SPO_Q1= 1 THEN SPO_Q1R = SPO_Q1X52, IF SPO_Q1= 2 THEN SPO_Q1R = SPO_Q1X12, IF SPO_Q1= 3 THEN 
SPO_Q1R = SPO_Q1; IF SPO_Q1 >=4 THEN SPO_Q1R = 0) 
(DO IF SPO_Q3= 1 THEN SPO_Q3R = SPO_Q3X52, IF SPO_Q3= 2 THEN SPO_Q3R = SPO_Q3X12, IF SPO_Q3= 3 THEN 
SPO_Q3R = SPO_Q3; IF SPO_Q3 >=4 THEN SPO_Q3R = 0) 
(DO IF CAR_Q1= 1 THEN CAR_Q1R = CAR_Q1X52, IF CAR_Q1= 2 THEN CAR_Q1R = CAR_Q1X12, IF CAR_Q1= 3 THEN 
CAR_Q1R = CAR_Q1; IF CAR_Q1>=4 THEN CAR_Q1R = 0) 
(DO IF HAB_Q1= 1 THEN HAB_Q1R = HAB_Q1X52, IF HAB_Q1= 2 THEN HAB_Q1R = HAB_Q1X12, IF HAB_Q1= 3 THEN 
HAB_Q1R = HAB_Q1; IF HAB_Q1>=4 THEN HAB_Q1R = 0) 
(DO IF INV_Q1 = 1 THEN INV_Q1R = INV_Q1X52, IF INV_Q1 = 2 THEN INV_Q1R = INV_Q1 X12, IF INV_Q1 = 3 THEN 
INV_Q1R = INV_Q1; IF INV_Q1 >=4 THEN INV_Q1R = 0) 
COMPUTE GAM-FREQ=( BIN_Q1R + CHE_Q1R + MAS_Q1R + ALV_Q1R + POK_Q1R + POK_Q4R + POK_Q7R + 
POK_Q10R + POK_Q13R + POK_Q2_1R + TAB_Q1R + KEN_Q1R + SPO_Q1R + SPO_Q3R + CAR_Q1R + HAB_Q1R + 
INV_Q1R) 
[CRÉATION DE LA VARIABLE GAM_R] 
(IF GAM_FREQ < 52, GAM_R = 1, IF GAM _FREQ>= 52, GAM_R = 2) 
CRÉATION DE LA VARIABLE POUR FILTRE 2 - SÉLECTION DES JOUEURS NON RÉGULIERS  
MONTANT DÉPENSÉ PAR ANNÉE  
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FILTRE 2. POUR LA SÉLECTION DES JOUEURS NON RÉGULIERS 
(DO IF LOT_Q1a1 = 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_Q1A = 0, 
        IF LOT_Q1a1 = 1, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1A = Q1a1*lot_q1ar)  
        IF LOT_Q1a1 = 2, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1A = Q1a1*52, 
        IF LOT_Q1a1 = 3, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1A = Q1a1*12) 
        IF LOT_Q1a1 = 4, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1A = Q1a1) 
(DO IF LOT_Q1b1 = 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_Q1B = 0, 
        IF LOT_Q1b1 = 1, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1B = Q1b1 *lot_q1Br,  
        IF LOT_Q1b1 = 2, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1B = Q1b1 *52, 
        IF LOT_Q1b1 = 3, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1B = Q1b1 *12) 
        IF LOT_Q1b1 = 4, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1B = Q1b1) 
(DO IF LOT_Q1c1= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_Q1C = 0, 
        IF LOT_Q1c1= 1, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1C = Q1c1*lot_q1cr,  
        IF LOT_Q1c1= 2, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1C = Q1c1*52, 
        IF LOT_Q1c1= 3, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1C = Q1c1*12) 
        IF LOT_Q1c1= 4, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1C = Q1c1) 
(DO IF LOT_Q1d1= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_Q1D = 0, 
        IF LOT_Q1d1= 1, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1D = Q1d1*lot_q1dr,  
        IF LOT_Q1d1= 2, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1D = Q1d1*52, 
        IF LOT_Q1d1= 3, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1D = Q1d1*12) 
        IF LOT_Q1d1= 4, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1D = Q1d1) 
(DO IF LOT_Q1e1= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_Q1E = 0, 
        IF LOT_Q1e1= 1, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1E = Q1e1*lot_q1er,  
        IF LOT_Q1e1= 2, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1E = Q1e1*52, 
        IF LOT_Q1e1= 3, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1E = Q1e1*12) 
        IF LOT_Q1e1= 4, DEP_TOT_LOT_Q1E = Q1e1) 
(DO IF BIN_Q3= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_BIN = 0, 
        IF BIN_Q3= 1, DEP_LOT_BIN = BIN_Q3*BIN_Q1r,  
        IF BIN_Q3= 2, DEP_LOT_BIN = BIN_Q3*52, 
        IF BIN_Q3= 3, DEP_LOT_BIN = BIN_Q3*12) 
        IF BIN_Q3= 4, DEP_LOT_BIN = BIN_Q3) 
(DO IF CHE_Q3= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_CHE = 0, 
        IF CHE_Q3= 1, DEP_LOT_CHE = CHE_Q3*CHE_Q1r,  
        IF CHE_Q3= 2, DEP_LOT_CHE = CHE_Q3*52, 
        IF CHE_Q3= 3, DEP_LOT_CHE = CHE_Q3*12) 
        IF CHE_Q3= 4, DEP_LOT_CHE =CHE_Q3) 
(DO IF MAS_Q3= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_MAS = 0, 
        IF MAS_Q3= 1, DEP_LOT_MAS = MAS_Q3*MAS_Q1r,  
        IF MAS_Q3= 2, DEP_LOT_MAS = MAS_Q3*52, 
        IF MAS_Q3= 3, DEP_LOT_MAS = MAS_Q3*12) 
        IF MAS_Q3= 4, DEP_LOT_MAS =MAS_Q3) 
(DO IF ALV_Q3= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_ALV = 0, 
        IF ALV_Q3= 1, DEP_LOT_ALV = ALV_Q3*ALV_Q1r,  
        IF ALV_Q3= 2, DEP_LOT_ALV = ALV_Q3*52, 
        IF ALV_Q3= 3, DEP_LOT_ALV = ALV_Q3*12) 
        IF ALV_Q3= 4, DEP_LOT_ALV = ALV_Q3) 
(DO IF POK_Q3= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_POK3 = 0, 
        IF POK_Q3= 1, DEP_LOT_POK3 = POK_Q3*POK_Q1r,  
        IF POK_Q3= 2, DEP_LOT_POK3 = POK_Q3*52, 
        IF POK_Q3= 3, DEP_LOT_POK3 = POK_Q3*12) 
        IF POK_Q3= 4, DEP_LOT_POK3 =POK_Q3) 
(DO IF POK_Q6= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_POK6 = 0, 
        IF POK_Q6= 1, DEP_LOT_POK6 = POK_Q6*POK_Q4R,  
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        IF POK_Q6= 2, DEP_LOT_POK6 = POK_Q6*52, 
        IF POK_Q6= 3, DEP_LOT_POK6 = POK_Q6*12) 
        IF POK_Q6= 4, DEP_LOT_POK6 =POK_Q6) 
(DO IF POK_Q9= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_POK9 = 0, 
        IF POK_Q9= 1, DEP_LOT_POK9 = POK_Q9*POK_Q7Rr,  
        IF POK_Q9= 2, DEP_LOT_POK9 = POK_Q9*52, 
        IF POK_Q9= 3, DEP_LOT_POK9 = POK_Q9*12) 
        IF POK_Q9= 4, DEP_LOT_POK9 =POK_Q9) 
(DO IF POK_Q12= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_POK12 = 0, 
        IF POK_Q12= 1, DEP_LOT_POK12 = POK_Q12*POK_Q10R,  
        IF POK_Q12= 2, DEP_LOT_POK12 = POK_Q12*52, 
        IF POK_Q12= 3, DEP_LOT_POK12 = POK_Q12*12) 
        IF POK_Q12= 4, DEP_LOT_POK12 =POK_Q12) 
(DO IF POK_Q15= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_POK15 = 0, 
        IF POK_Q15= 1, DEP_LOT_POK15 = POK_Q15*POK_Q13R,  
        IF POK_Q15= 2, DEP_LOT_POK15 = POK_Q15*52, 
        IF POK_Q15= 3, DEP_LOT_POK15 = POK_Q15*12) 
        IF POK_Q15= 4, DEP_LOT_POK15 =POK_Q15) 
(DO IF POK_Q2_3= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_POK23 = 0, 
        IF POK_Q2_3= 1, DEP_LOT_POK23 = POK_Q2_3*POK_Q2_1R,  
        IF POK_Q2_3= 2, DEP_LOT_POK23 = POK_Q2_3*52, 
        IF POK_Q2_3= 3, DEP_LOT_POK23 = POK_Q2_3*12) 
        IF POK_Q2_3= 4, DEP_LOT_POK23 =POK_Q2_3) 
(DO IF TAB_Q3= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_TAB3 = 0, 
        IF TAB_Q3= 1, DEP_LOT_TAB3 = TAB_Q3*TAB_Q1R, 
        IF TAB_Q3= 2, DEP_LOT_TAB3 = TAB_Q3*52, 
        IF TAB_Q3= 3, DEP_LOT_TAB3 = TAB_Q3*12) 
        IF TAB_Q3= 4, DEP_LOT_TAB3 =TAB_Q3) 
(DO IF KEN_Q3= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_KN3 = 0, 
        IF KEN_Q3= 1, DEP_LOT_KN3 = KEN_Q3*KEN_Q1R,  
        IF KEN_Q3= 2, DEP_LOT_KN3 = KEN_Q3*52, 
        IF KEN_Q3= 3, DEP_LOT_KN3 = KEN_Q3*12) 
        IF KEN_Q3= 4, DEP_LOT_KN3 =KEN_Q3) 
(DO IF SPO_Q2= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_SPQ2 = 0, 
        IF SPO_Q2= 1, DEP_LOT_SPQ2 = SPO_Q2*SPO_Q1R,  
        IF SPO_Q2= 2, DEP_LOT_SPQ2 = SPO_Q2*52, 
        IF SPO_Q2= 3, DEP_LOT_SPQ2 = SPO_Q2*12) 
        IF SPO_Q2= 4, DEP_LOT_SPQ2 =SPO_Q2) 
(DO IF SPO_Q4= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_SPQ4 = 0, 
        IF SPO_Q4= 1, DEP_LOT_SPQ4 = SPO_Q4*SPO_Q3R,  
        IF SPO_Q4= 2, DEP_LOT_SPQ4 = SPO_Q4*52, 
        IF SPO_Q4= 3, DEP_LOT_SPQ4 = SPO_Q4*12) 
        IF SPO_Q4= 4, DEP_LOT_SPQ4 =SPO_Q4) 
(DO IF CAR_Q3= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_CAQ3 = 0, 
        IF CAR_Q3= 1, DEP_LOT_CAQ3 = CAR_Q3*CAR_Q1R,  
        IF CAR_Q3= 2, DEP_LOT_CAQ3 = CAR_Q3*52, 
        IF CAR_Q3= 3, DEP_LOT_CAQ3 = CAR_Q3*12) 
        IF CAR_Q3= 4, DEP_LOT_CAQ3 =CAR_Q3) 
(DO IF HAB_Q2= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_HAQ2 = 0, 
        IF HAB_Q2= 1, DEP_LOT_HAQ2 = HAB_Q2*HAB_Q1R,  
        IF HAB_Q2= 2, DEP_LOT_HAQ2 = HAB_Q2*52, 
        IF HAB_Q2= 3, DEP_LOT_HAQ2 = HAB_Q2*12) 
        IF HAB_Q2= 4, DEP_LOT_HAQ2 =HAB_Q2) 
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(DO IF INV_Q3= 999998 OR 999999, DEP_LOT_INQ3 = 0, 
        IF INV_Q3= 1, DEP_LOT_INQ3 = INV_Q3*INV_Q1R,  
        IF INV_Q3= 2, DEP_LOT_INQ3 = INV_Q3*52, 
        IF INV_Q3= 3, DEP_LOT_INQ3 = INV_Q3*12) 
        IF INV_Q3= 4, DEP_LOT_INQ3 =INV_Q3) 
 
COMPUTE DEP_TOT = (DEP_LOT_Q1A + DEP_LOT_Q1B+ DEP_LOT_Q1C+ DEP_LOT_Q1D+ DEP_LOT_Q1E + 
DEP_LOT_BIN + DEP_LOT_CHE + DEP_LOT_MAS + DEP_LOT_ALV + DEP_LOT_POK3 + DEP_LOT_POK6 + 
DEP_LOT_POK9 + DEP_LOT_POK12 + DEP_LOT_POK15 + DEP_LOT_POK23 + DEP_LOT_TAB3 + DEP_LOT_KN3 + 
DEP_LOT_SPQ2 + DEP_LOT_SPQ4 + DEP_LOT_CAQ3 + DEP_LOT_HAQ2 + DEP_LOT_INQ3) 
 
 [CRÉATION DE LA VARIABLE GAMNR_DEP] 
(IF DEP_TOT < 500, GAMNR_DEP = 1, IF DEP_TOT >= 500, GAMNR_DEP = 2) 
CRÉATION DU FILTRE POUR LE PGSI – SÉLECTION DES JOUEURS RÉGULIERS 
FIL_GAMR  [IF GAM_R = 2 OU PBJ_Q1 = 1 PASSER À LA PARTIE 1.2, SINON PASSER À FIL_GAM_D] 
FIL_GAMD  [SI GAMNR_DEP = 2 PASSER À LA PARTIE 1.2, SI GAMNR_DEP = 1 PASSER À JHA_V2]] 
PARTIE 1.2 – PROBLÈMES LIÉS AU JEU 
[DÉBUT DE LA PARTIE 1.2 : PROBLÈMES LIÉS AU JEU]  
INTRO_CPGI Some of the following questions may not apply to you, but please try to provide the most accurate response 
possible. 
 
CPG_1 In the last 12 months, have you bet more than you could really afford to lose? Would you say never, 
sometimes, most of the time, or almost always? 
INTERVIEWER   In other words: did you have the financial means to gamble this money? 
0. Never 
1. Sometimes 
2. Most of the time 
3. Almost always 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
CPG_2 In the last 12 months, have you ever needed to gamble with larger amounts of money to get the same 
feeling of excitement? Would you say never, sometimes, most of the time, or almost always? 
0. Never 
1. Sometimes 
2. Most of the time 
3. Almost always 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
CPG_3 In the last 12 months, when you gambled, did you go back another day to try to win back the money you 
lost? Would you say never, sometimes, most of the time, or almost always? 
0. Never 
1. Sometimes 
2. Most of the time 
3. Almost always 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
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CPG_4 In the last 12 months, have you ever borrowed money or sold anything to get money to gamble? Would you 
say never, sometimes, most of the time, or almost always? 
0. Never 
1. Sometimes 
2. Most of the time 
3. Almost always 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
CPG_5 In the last 12 months, have you ever felt that you might have a problem with gambling? Would you say 
never, sometimes, most of the time, or almost always? 
0. Never 
1. Sometimes 
2. Most of the time 
3. Almost always 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
CPG_6 In the last 12 months, has gambling caused you any health problems, including stress or anxiety? 
Would you say never, sometimes, most of the time, or almost always? 
0. Never 
1. Sometimes 
2. Most of the time 
3. Almost always 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
CPG_7 In the last 12 months, have people criticized your betting or told you that you had a gambling problem, 




2. Most of the time 
3. Almost always 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
CPG_8 In the last 12 months, has your gambling caused any financial problems for you or your family? Would you say 
never, sometimes, most of the time, or almost always? 
0. Never 
1. Sometimes 
2. Most of the time 
3. Almost always 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
CPG_9 In the last 12 months, have you ever felt guilty about the way you gamble or what happens when you gamble? 
Would you say never, sometimes, most of the time, or almost always? 
0. Never 
1. Sometimes 
2. Most of the time 
3. Almost always 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
 
AID_1  In the last 12 months, have you sought help due to your gambling habits? 
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INTERVIEWER   Ne pas lire les choix de réponse. 
1. Yes  
2. No [FIL_TYP] 
8. Don‟t know [FIL_TYP] 
9. Refused [FIL_TYP] 
 
AID_2  Who did you ask for help? 
1. a family member of friend  
2. a health professional (psychologist, doctor or social worker) 
3. a support group 
4. a help or referral line 
5. a website 




[FIN DE LA PARTIE 1.2 : PROBLÈMES LIÉS AU JEU]  
CRÉATION DE LA VARIABLE DE SCORE AU PGSI 
[CRÉATION DE LA VARIABLE PGSI] 
[COMPUTE PGSI= SOMME CPG_1 TO CPG_9. IF 8 OR 9 ON CPG_1 TO CPG_9, SCORE FOR QUESTION = 0 (MIN = 0, 
MAX = 27)] 
CRÉATION DE LA VARIABLE SÉVÉRITÉ AU PGSI 
[CRÉATION DE LA VARIABLE SEV_GAM] 
[IF PGSI= 0 SEV_GAM = 1 – NON PROBLEM GAMBLER] 
[IF PGSI= 1 TO 2.5, SEV_GAM = 2 – LOW-RISK GAMBLER] 
[IF PGSI= 3 TO 7.5, SEV_GAM = 3 – MODERATE-RISK GAMBLER] 
[IF PGSI= 8 TO 27 SEV_GAM = 4 – PATHOLOGICAL GAMBLER] 
CRÉATION DU FILTRE DIAGNOSTIC PAR TYPE DE JEU] 
FIL_TYP  [SI GAM_SAV > 1 PASSER À LA PARTIE 1.3, SINON PASSER À LA PARTIE 2] 
[DÉBUT DE LA PARTIE 1.3 : PROBLÈMES PAR TYPE DE JEU] 
[SELECT THREE GAMBLING ACTIVITIES WHERE SPENDING IS THE HIGHEST] 
[REPEAT ALL QUESTIONS CPG_1 TO CPG_9 ONLY FOR ITEMS WHERE RESPONSE EQ 2, 3, OR 4] 
PARTIE 2 – PROBLÈMES ASSOCIÉS 
[DÉBUT DE LA PARTIE 2 : PROBLÈMES ASSOCIÉS]  
 
JHA_V1 In your whole life, have you ever bet or spent money on lotteries and games of chance? 
INTERVIEWER   Ne pas lire les choix de réponse. 
1. Yes  
2. No  [Passer à ENT_Q1] 
8. Don‟t know [Passer à ENT_Q1] 
9. Refused  [Passer à ENT_Q1] 
JHA_V2 Do you feel you have ever spent too much money or time, in the past, on games of chance? 
INTERVIEWER   Ne pas lire les choix de réponse. 
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1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
JHA_V3 Do you think you have ever had a gambling problem? 
INTERVIEWER   Ne pas lire les choix de réponse. 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
 
[SI (JHA_V1=1 AND JHA_V2=2 AND JHA_V3=2) OU (GAM_R=1 ET GAMNR=1 ET PBJ_Q1>1 ET JHA_V2=2 ET JHA_V3=2), 
PASSER À ENT_Q1] 
 
JHA_P1 Has your gambling ever caused any problems in your relationship with your spouse or a family member? 
INTERVIEWER Si le répondant dit « OUI », demandez lui si cela est arrivé au cours des 12 derniers mois, SI « NON » 
cochez « pas au cours des 12 derniers mois » 
1. No 
2. Yes, but not in the last year 
3. Yes, in the last year 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
JHA_P2 Has your gambling ever caused any problems in your relationships with your friends? 
INTERVIEWER Si le répondant dit « OUI », demandez lui si cela est arrivé au cours des 12 derniers mois, SI « NON » 
cochez « pas au cours des 12 derniers mois » 
1. No 
2. Yes, but not in the last year 
3. Yes, in the last year 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
JHA_P3 Has your gambling ever caused you any financial problems (put you seriously in debt)? 
INTERVIEWER Si le répondant dit « OUI », demandez lui si cela est arrivé au cours des 12 derniers mois, SI « NON » 
cochez « pas au cours des 12 derniers mois » 
1. No 
2. Yes, but not in the last year 
3. Yes, in the last year 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
JHA_P4 Has your gambling ever caused you any legal problems? 
INTERVIEWER Si le répondant dit « OUI », demandez lui si cela est arrivé au cours des 12 derniers mois, SI « NON » 
cochez « pas au cours des 12 derniers mois » 
1. No 
2. Yes, but not in the last year 
3. Yes, in the last year 




ENT_Q1 Do you know anybody around you who has a gambling problem? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
8.   Don‟t know 
9.   Refused 
[FIN DE LA PARTIE 2 : PROBLÈMES ASSOCIÉS]  
PARTIE 3 – CONSOMMATION D’ALCOOL 
[DÉBUT DE LA PARTIE 3 - CONSOMMATION D’ALCOOL]  
INTRO_ALC The following questions are about your use of alcohol, and any possible effects you may or may not have 
experienced as a result. 
ALC_Q1 Have you ever in your life consumed an alcoholic drink (more than a sip), for example beer, wine, spirits or 
coolers? 
1. Yes 
2. No [Passer à PARTIE 4] 
8. Don‟t know [Passer à PARTIE 4] 
9. Refused [Passer à PARTIE 4] 
AUD_1 In the last 12 months, how often, on average, did you consume alcoholic drinks? 
1. Never [Passer à AUD_9] 
2. Once a month or less 
3. 2 to 4 times a month 
4. 2 to 3 times a week  
5. 4 times or more a week 
8. Don‟t know [Passer à AUD_9] 
9. Refused [Passer à AUD_9] 
AUD_2 In the last 12 months, on the days when you drank, how many drinks did you usually have? 
1. 1 ou 2 drinks 
2. 3 ou 4 drinks 
3. 5 ou 6 drinks 
4. 7, 8 ou 9 drinks 
5. 10 drinks or more 
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
AUD_3 How often do you have 5 or more drinks on one occasion? 
1. Never 
2. Less than monthly 
3. Monthly 
4. Weekly 
5. Daily or almost daily 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
 
FIL_AUD  [[IF (AUD_2 + AUD_3 = 2), PASSER À AUD_9, SINON PASSER À AUD_4] 
AUD_4 How often in the last 12 months have you found that you were unable to stop drinking once you had started? 
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1. Never 
2. Less than monthly 
3. Monthly 
4. Weekly 
5. Daily or almost daily 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
AUD_5 How often in the last 12 months have you failed to do what was normally expected from you because of 
drinking? 
1. Never 
2. Less than monthly 
3. Monthly 
4. Weekly 
5. Daily or almost daily 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
AUD_6 How often in the last 12 months have you needed a first drink in the morning to get yourself going after a 
heavy drinking session? 
1. Never 
2. Less than monthly 
3. Monthly 
4. Weekly 
5. Daily or almost daily 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
AUD_7 How often in the last 12 months have you had a feeling of guilt or remorse after drinking? 
1. Never 
2. Less than monthly 
3. Monthly 
4. Weekly 
5. Daily or almost daily 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
AUD_8 How often in the last 12 months have you been unable to remember what happened the night before because 
you had been drinking? 
1. Never 
2. Less than monthly 
3. Monthly 
4. Weekly 
5. Daily or almost daily 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
AUD_9 Have you or someone else been injured as the result of your drinking? 
INTERVIEWER Si le répondant dit « OUI », demandez lui si cela est arrivé au cours des 12 derniers mois, SI « NON » 
cochez « pas au cours des 12 derniers mois » 
1. No 
2. Yes, but not in the last year  
3. Yes, in the last year 
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8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
AUD_10 Has a relative, friend, or a doctor or other health worker been concerned about your drinking or suggested you 
cut down? 
INTERVIEWER Si le répondant dit « OUI », demandez lui si cela est arrivé au cours des 12 derniers mois, SI « NON » 
cochez « pas au cours des 12 derniers mois » 
1. No 
2. Yes, but not in the last year  
3. Yes, in the last year 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
[FIN DE LA PARTIE 3 - CONSOMMATION D’ALCOOL] 
PARTIE 4 – CONSOMMATION DE CANNABIS 
[DÉBUT DE LA PARTIE 4 - CONSOMMATION DE CANNABIS]  
INTRO_CAN The following questions are about your use of marijuana, cannabis or hashish. 
CAN_Q1 Have you ever, in the course of your life, tried marijuana, cannabis or hashish? 
1. Yes 
2. No [Passer à PARTIE 5] 
8. Don‟t know [Passer à PARTIE 5] 
9. Refused [Passer à PARTIE 5] 
CAN_Q3 How often in the last 12 months have you used marijuana, cannabis or hashish? Would you say... 
1. Never  
2. Once a month or less 
3. 2 to 4 times a month 
4. 2 to 3 times a week  
5. 4 to 6 times a week 
6. Every day 
8. Don‟t know  
9. Refused 
[FIN DE LA PARTIE 4 - CONSOMMATION DE CANNABIS]  
PARTIE 5 – USAGE DE TABAC 
[DÉBUT DE LA PARTIE 5 - USAGE DE TABAC]  
INTRO_UST The following questions concern your current or past use of tobacco. 
UST_Q1.  Do you currently smoke cigarettes? 
1. Daily  
2. Sometimes  
3. Never 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
 
UST_Q2.  Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your life (about 4 packs)? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
8. Don‟t know 
9. Refused 
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SS_TAB_D [CRÉATION DE LA VARIABLE SS_TAB 
SI UST_Q1 = 1, alors SS_TAB = 1 (fumeur quotidien) 
SI UST_Q1= 2, alors SS_TAB = 2 (fumeur occasionnel) 
SI UST_Q1 = 3 et UST_Q2 =1, alors SS_TAB = 3 (ancien fumeur) 
SI UST_Q1 = 3 et UST_Q2 = 2, alors SS_TAB = 4 (n‟a jamais fumé)    
SINON, SS_TAB = 99 (non déterminé)] 
FIL_DEP1 [Si SS_TAB = 1 ou 2 : Passer à DEP_Q1, sinon PASSER À LA SECTION 6] 
DEP_Q1.  How soon after you wake up in the morning do you usually smoke your first cigarette? 
1. Within 5 minutes 
2. 6 to 30 minutes 
3. 31 to 60 minutes 
4. More than 60 minutes 
98. Don‟t know 
99. Refused 
[FIN DE LA PARTIE 5 - USAGE DE TABAC]  
PARTIE 6 – INFORMATION SOCIODÉMOGRAPHIQUE 
[DÉBUT DE LA PARTIE 6 : INFORMATIONS SOCIODÉMOGRAPHIQUES]  
SOC_Q1 We will now begin the final part of the interview. I would like to ask you a few socio-demographic questions. 
Could I please confirm your gender? 
1. Male 
2. Female 
8.  Don‟t know 
9.  Refused 
SOC_Q2 What year were you born? 
1. Enter year of birth ________ 
2. Enter age ________ 
8.  Don‟t know 
9.  Refused 
INTERVIEWER Bien que la question soit formulée pour obtenir une réponse par année de naissance, il faut 
indiquer l‘âge si le répondant fournit celui-ci pour réponse. 
SOC_Q3 What is your current marital status? 
1. Single, never married 
2. Married 




98.  Don‟t know 
99.  Refused 
SOC_Q4 How many people under the age of 18 currently reside with you? 
  _______ person(s) [Si SOC_Q4>= 1 : PASSER À SOC_Q4a, SINON PASSER À SOC_Q5] 
SOC_Q4a How old are they? 
  ______  _______  ______  ______  ______  ______  ______ 
SOC_Q5 What is the highest level of education you‟ve obtained? 
1. No education 
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2. Not completed elementary school 
3. Elementary school 
4. Not completed high school 
5. High school  
6. Incomplete vocational training program, such as diploma or Skill Training Certificate 
7. Vocational training program, such as diploma or Skill Training Certificate 
8. Incomplete college (CEGEP) degree 
9. College (CEGEP) degree 
10. Incomplete university degree 
11. University degree 
98.  Don‟t know 
99.  Refused 
SOC_Q6 Which of these best corresponds to your employment status? Are you… 
1. Self-employed [PASSER À SOC_Q7]   
2. Employed [PASSER À SOC_Q7]   
3. Student [PASSER À SOC_Q8] 
4. On leave (maternity, illness or strike) [PASSER À SOC_Q10]  
5. Unemployed [PASSER À SOC_Q10] 
6. Retired [PASSER À SOC_Q10] 
7. Stay at home [PASSER À SOC_Q10] 
8. Other [PASSER À SOC_Q10] 
98.  Don‟t know [PASSER À SOC_Q10] 
99.  Refused [PASSER À SOC_Q10] 
SOC_Q7 Do you work... 
1. Full-time [PASSER À SOC_Q10] 
2. Part-time [PASSER À SOC_Q10] 
8.  Don‟t know  [PASSER À SOC_Q10] 
9.  Refused  [PASSER À SOC_Q10] 
SOC_Q8 Do you study… 
1. Full-time 
2. Part-time 
98. Don‟t know  
99. Refused 
 
SOC_Q9 Do you work? 
1. Yes  
2. No   [PASSER À SOC_Q10] 
8.  Don‟t know  [PASSER À SOC_Q10] 
9.  Refused [PASSER À SOC_Q10] 
SOC_Q9a Is it… 
1. Full-time 
2. Part-time 
98. Don‟t know  
99. Refused 
 
SOC_Q10 To the best of your knowledge, what would you estimate your total household income, from all sources before 
taxes and other withholdings, was for the last 12 months? 
1. Less than $10,000 
2. $10,000 to $14,999 
3. $15,000$ to $19,999 
4. $20,000 to $29,999 
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5. $30,000 to $39,999 
6. $40,000 to $49,999 
7. $50,000 to $59,999 
8. $60,000 to $69,999 
9. $70,000 to $79,999 
10. $80,000 to $89,999  
11. $90,000 to $99,999 
12. $100,000 or more 
98.  Don‟t know 
 99. Refused 
SOC_Q11 Where were you born? 
1. Born in Canada [PASSER À SOC_Q12] 
2. Born outside Canada [PASSER À SOC_Q11A] 
SOCI_Q11A In what year did you come to Canada? 
Enter year of arrival in Canada __________ 
9998. Don‟t know 
9999. Refused 
SOCI_Q12 People who live in Canada have different cultural and racial backgrounds. Would you say that yours is from…? 
1. Canada 
2. United-States 
3. Mexico, Caribbean, or Latin America 
4. West Europe (France, Spain, Sweden, etc.)  
5. Eastern Europe (Albania, Hungary, Russia, etc.) 
6. Asia (China, Japan, Laos, etc.) 
7. Central Asia (India, Nepal, Pakistan, etc.) 
8. Middle East (Saudi Arabia, Oman, Turkey, etc.) 
9. Australia and Pacific Islands 
10. Africa 
98. Don‟t know 
99. Refused 




98. Don‟t know 
99. Refused 
SOCI_Q14 How do you view your financial situation with regard to other people your age? 
1. I consider myself financially well-off  
2. I believe my finances are sufficient to meet my basic needs and those of my family.  
3. I consider myself poor 
4. I consider myself very poor 
98. Don‟t know 
 99. Refused 
SOCI_Q16 In the last 12 months, have you regularly attended a church or other place of worship? 
1. Yes  
2. No 
8.  Don‟t know 
9.  Refused 
 




8.  Don‟t know 
9.  Refused 
 
SOC_NET2 And elsewhere? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
8.  Don‟t know 
9.  Refused 
 
SOC_Q17 Currently, how many telephone numbers do you have at your residence including business telephone numbers, 
children‟s telephone numbers, and cell phone numbers? 
1-96 Enter the amount of numbers __________ 
98. Don‟t know 
99. Refused 
SOC_Q18 Could you give me the first 3 digits of your postal code? 
  ________ 
[FIN DE LA PARTIE 6 : INFORMATIONS SOCIODÉMOGRAPHIQUES]  
    
REM_2 This concludes our interview. Before leaving you, I would like to let you know about the existence of a gambling 
information, support and referral service. Would you like to have its name and phone number?  
1. Yes  
2. No  
INTERVIEWER  Jeu: aide et référence: 1-800-461-0140  
   or 514-527-0140 (For Montréal and the surrounding area) 
FIL-SUIVI [SI SEV_GAM = 3 OR 4, PASSER À CONS_1, SI GAM_SEV = 2, SELECTIONNER AU HASARD 130 
RÉPONDANTS ET PASSER À CONS_1, SINON, PASSER À REM_2_1] 




CONS_1 I would like to let you know that depending on the answers you have given, you could be selected for another 
study to gather more data on gambling and games of chance. 
  
 The follow-up study will take place in a week or two and will consist of an interview lasting approximately 45 
minutes. The answers will be kept strictly confidential.  
  Would you agree to take part in this second study? 
 
1. Yes [passez à CONS_2] 
2. No [passez à REM_3] 
CONS_2 Thank you for agreeing to participate in the follow-up interview, your input is greatly appreciated. Someone may 
contact you in the next few days to conduct the interview.  
I would like to ask you for some information that will enable us to contact you more easily for the follow-up 
interview. 
 May I have 
 your name ?  
__________________________________________________ 
 your phone number (and cell phone, if you have one)? 
_____________________________________ 
 your address ?  
______________________________________________ 






ADD_1 Could you provide us with an email address or a phone number where you can be reached in case you move? 
Accepts……………………….1 
Refuses……….………………....2 [PASSEZ À REM_3] 
__________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________ 
REM_3 On behalf of the Ministry of Health and Social Services, I would like to thank you for your participation, and I 
hope you have a nice [DAY][EVENING] 
